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Abstract: 
the study we are facing now is Concerned with the political and commercial role is not of 

a layer of strata of society Bukhari in the first three centuries of migration , but a prominent 

family within the layer City " Bukhara " Dealers, namely the family of Al Kzqth (1) , and to 

study the history of this family- At those Afattrh- privacy Considerations 

  

First: that each household Kzqth is one of the families that have contributed to the 
formation of the political life of the city, " Bukhara " such as Islam and throughout the study 
period that we set in the address , however, their history has not received sufficient 
historical studies by researchers and specialists in the history of that region 
 Secondly, that the search addresses in part the commercial activity of the city, " 
Bukhara " , focuses on the role of each Kzqth in the economic and financial life , and the 
impact of this family on the prosperity of internal and foreign trade markets. The spin 
axes of this research on the following capture : 

1- First: the definition of al Kzqth 

2- Second: Al Kzqth and political " Bukhara 
- Qutaiba and his efforts in spreading the Islamic religion inter-communal Bukhari 
- Join Al Kzqth movements against the Umayyad 
- Al Kzqth and movements of Shiism family of the house and the tendency to heresy 

    - The relations btwen Al Kzqth and independent Statelet in " Bukhara " 
3- Third: the role of Al Kzqth in commercial activity in Bukhar 
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